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Abstract
This paper examines that in the life of human beings, Education plays a key role and it is a process that starts from womb and continues till tomb. The three folds of human life like physical, intellectual and spiritual life are polished by it. Education is enhancing and filling of human personality, so that it reaches its fullest expansion. Higher education is also known as leadership education and the moral values practiced in universities heavily influence the future leader as morality refers to personal or cultural value code of conduct or social values. In the Introduction, the system of higher education had its beginning in Europe in the Middle Ages, when the first universities were established. The moral values should be taught to the students because it is important when they take their first steps towards life. The attitudes, beliefs, and ideas are shaped by these moral values and these help them develop into undiscouraged and morally strong individuals. Next comes the Moral values in higher education, acting in a moral manner means individuals must sacrifice their own short-term interests to benefit society and the persons may be considered immoral who go against these standards. Morality isn’t fixed as well as morality refers to the set of standards that enable people to live cooperatively in groups. The researchers don’t exactly agree on how morals are developed. Nevertheless, there are plentiful theories that have gained consideration over the years. The next paragraph discusses the Developing of the moral values of students by a teacher, people think that the sole responsibility of a teacher is to convey knowledge inside the classroom. A good teacher works endlessly to foster the necessary features of students, besides being a source of knowledge and truth and organizer of learning. The only one responsibility of teacher is imparting knowledge or facilitating learning as the characteristics of good teaching include the responsibilities of a teacher. After that comes the Impact of Family, Society and Educational Sector, in molding the personality of the child, the impact of the family and society plays a major role. The behavior of the children should be monitored by their parents. The next important institution that impacts the child is the school and the teachers and the most important thing is that teachers should set themselves as a role model, rather than talking about it. Next comes the Conclusion, this chapter summarizes the findings of my research. At the end, references are given which contains several articles, research papers and online materials which were useful in inspiring and initiating the presented work.
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Objectives
➢ To show how higher education plays an important role in the life of an individual.
➢ To show the importance of morality in the life of a student.
➢ To show the impact of society, family and educational factor in the life a child.

Research Methodology
The methodology applied here is analytical in nature and it is examined as an interpretivist perspective as a form of qualitative studies that has been adopted in the research.

Significance of the study
The significance of the study is that, this paper is to examine how higher education and morality plays an important role in the life of an individual and how it should be enriched throughout the life of each and every individual.

Introduction
Higher education is very essential in our day-to-day life. When the primary universities were established, the system of upper education had its origin in Europe within the Middle Ages, within the countries like France, Germany, Great Britain, and also the U.S. the character of upper education round the world has been largely determined by the models established in influential in present time. Higher educational institutions include not only universities and colleges but also various professional schools that provide preparation in such fields as law, theology, medicine, business, music, and art further because it also includes teacher-training schools, junior colleges, and institutes of technology. The moral values shape the attitudes, beliefs, and ideas and help them change into undeterred and morally strong individuals and thus it's absolutely important to show moral values in students because it's then that they take their first steps towards life, and it matters that they are doing it right. Moral values are the key components of a person’s character and that they are personality traits guiding people to form decisions and judgements per their own sense of what's right and wrong, supported collective and individual experiences, it's said that students are the longer term of India and this way forward for our country depends greatly upon the values imparted to them during their student life. Therefore, we'll observe the importance of ethical values, which are the essential values that reflect integrity and humanity in an exceedingly student’s life.
Moral values in higher education

Morality are a few things that refers to the set of standards that enable people to measure cooperatively in groups. There could also be times when some people argue that breaking the law is that the “moral” thing to try and do and stealing food to feed a starving person, as an example, may well be illegal but it also may be considered the “right thing” to try to if it’s the sole thanks to prevent someone from suffering or dying. Sometimes, acting during a moral manner means individuals must sacrifice their own short-term interests to learn society. Individuals who go against these standards could also be considered immoral. Morality isn’t fixed. What’s considered acceptable in your culture won’t be acceptable in another culture.

Developing the moral values of students by a teacher

The teacher's sole responsibility is to impart knowledge within the classroom which most people’s think. But imparting knowledge or facilitating learning is just one responsibility of teachers. The characteristics of fine teaching include the responsibilities of an instructor. Besides being a source of data and truth and facilitator of learning, a decent teacher works endlessly to foster the desirable characteristics of scholars. the kids don't have any manners and general sense of what's right and wrong once they are born. Loving parents will teach a toddler the difference between right and wrong and develop other desirable characteristics like manner and honesty. Moral values function a guide in differentiating between right and wrong, right from the start. While we see almost a day that students sometimes can contribute to undesirable behavior like bullying or cheating in exams, they sometimes don't understand the concept of right and wrong.

Impact of Family, Society and Educational Sector

The impact of the family and society play a significant role in beading the character of the kid. a number of the fogeys are unable to create out their valuable time to observe their children and this lack of care of the fogeys make the kid to become easily victims to the excessive usage of Internet and thus leading them to fall prey to cyber-crimes. except for of these things the fogeys should have a daily check at the progress of the kid in their studies contacting the teachers in regular intervals. This constant super vision enables the kid to control their behavior. the following important institution that impacts the kid is that the school and also the teachers. Teachers should set themselves as a job model, rather than practicing the ethics instead of speaking about it.

Conclusion

Moral values are the structure of nature that help in the construction of the improved character of individuals. It is absolutely significant to explain moral values to students as it is then that they take their primary steps towards life and it matters that they do it accurate. These moral values form their attitudes, principles, and philosophies and help them develop into undiscovered and morally strong individuals. Children are tremendously good viewers and they follow what they see, so it is by role modeling that one can pass on this priceless treasure of merits to one’s children who will, in turn, pass it on to the generations to come, to eventually make the world an improved place. Thus, it is detected that there is an essential need of modification the ethical construction of education, particularly in higher level, where it refers new executives, academicians, researchers and the creators of society in the days to come. The above study shows evidently an absence of value education in present day education and there is a sturdy need to revitalize it. Furthermore, where there sometimes these facilities exist, they are just on the papers or just trained to complete out the formalism, i.e., teaching the syllabus and writing out the exams.
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